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Plasma-based laser amplification is considered as a possible way to overcome the technological limits of present day laser systems and achieve exawatt laser pulses. Efficient amplification of a picosecond laser pulse by stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) of a pump pulse in a plasma requires to reach the self-similar regime of the strongly coupled (SC) SBS. In this Letter, we report on the first observation of the signatures of the transition from linear to self-similar regimes of SC-SBS, so far only predicted by theory and simulations. With a new fully head-on collision geometry, subpicosecond pulses are amplified by a factor of 5 with energy transfers of few tens of mJ. We observe pulse shortening, frequency spectrum broadening, and down-shifting for increasing gain, signatures of SC-SBS amplification entering the self-similar regime. This is also confirmed by the power law dependence of the gain on the amplification length: doubling the interaction length increases the gain by a factor 1.4. Pump backward Raman scattering (BRS) on SC-SBS amplification has been measured for the first time, showing a strong decrease of the BRS amplitude and frequency bandwidth when SBS seed amplification occurs.
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Plasma amplification [1] is a part of the growing field of plasma optics [2], which aims at manipulating light (amplifying, focusing, diffracting, etc.) using a fully ionized plasma. This approach is expected to open up ways to reach exawatt laser pulses. Such power, and the attainable intensity, will allow exploring new physical regimes of laser-matter interaction, and thus unfold new possibilities in the investigation of fundamental and applied physics [3]. The technological limits, in terms of damage threshold [4] of optical components and the occurrence of nonlinearities, that undermine the use of solid-state based technologies [chirped-pulse amplification (CPA) or optical parametric chirped-pulse amplification (OPCPA) [5,6]] for the production of ultrahigh intensities, can indeed be overcome by the damageless nature of a plasma as an amplifying medium. A plasma amplifier is a single pass amplification process that features a unidirectional energy transfer from a long, energetic, and moderate-intensity pump electromagnetic wave (kp, ωp), to a shorter and less energetic seed one (k0, ω0). The underlying physical mechanism is based on the response of the plasma (kpl, ωpl) to the intense laser
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\[ \frac{\omega_{\text{SC}}}{\omega_0} = 0.0037 (1 + i \sqrt{3}) \left[ Z^* \frac{n_e}{A} \left( 1 - \frac{n_e}{n_c} \right) I_{\text{SS}} \lambda^2_\mu \right]^{1/3}. \]  

Here, \( Z^* \), \( A \), \( n_e \), \( I_{\text{SS}} \), \( \lambda_\mu \), and \( n_c = 10^{21}/\lambda^2_\mu \) are, respectively, ion charge, mass numbers, electron plasma density, laser intensity in units of \( 10^{15} \text{ W/cm}^2 \), laser wavelength expressed in microns, and critical density. The threshold condition for accessing this quasimode regime is given by Eq. (2) in [21]. These nonlinear oscillations (i) set a fast (\( \sim 100 \text{ fs} \)) energy transfer, suited for the amplification of short pulses, (ii) can sustain pump intensities [22] several orders of magnitude higher than SRA, and (iii) present a frequency \( \omega_{\text{SC}} < \omega_p \) [see Eq. (1)] such that no frequency down-shift of one pulse with respect to the other is needed to fulfill the electromagnetic coupling. A natural spread of frequencies is provided either by the shortness of the pulse or by the fact that the ion-acoustic mode has a growth rate comparable to the frequency \( \omega \) [Eq. (1)]. Since no frequency-matching condition is necessary, SC-SBA does not require a homogeneous plasma.

The linear regime of SC-SBA is characterized by negligible pump losses. The seed grows exponentially, at a rate given by \( \gamma_{\text{SC}} = \Im(\omega_{\text{SC}}) \), maximized if the frequency of the backscattered or amplified wave is down-shifted by \( \Im(\omega_{\text{SC}}) \). This growth is accompanied by a temporal stretching of the pulse. To be efficient, SC-SBA needs to enter the self-similar regime [13,24], where non-negligible energy transfer and pulse compression occur. Other signatures of this regime are a significant and nonsymmetric broadening of the frequency spectrum (in addition to the down-shift in the linear regime), and the amplitude growing as a power law of the amplification length.

It was recently demonstrated [17] that energy transfer from a long to a short (subpicosecond) pulse via the SC stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) mechanism is possible. However, in that experiment, the beam overlap, hence the energy transfer, were limited by the crossing angle between pump and seed. Gains were most often relative: the transferred energy compensated only partially the propagation-induced losses in the plasma. That was a proof-of-principle experiment, the transition into the self-similar regime and its consequences on the amplified seed (pulse duration, frequency spectrum, amplification length) were not studied, nor the Raman and Brillouin interplay. In the following, we report on the first observation of the signatures of the transition from linear to self-similar regimes of SC-SBA, so far only predicted by theory and simulations [13,24]. With a new fully head-on collision geometry, subpicosecond pulses are amplified by a factor of 5 with energy transfers of few tens of mJ. We observe pulse shortening, frequency spectrum broadening, and down-shifting for increasing gain, signatures of SC-SBS amplification entering the self-similar regime. This is also confirmed by the power law dependence of the gain on the amplification length: doubling the interaction length increases the gain by a factor 1.4. Pump backward Raman scattering (BRS) on SC-SBA has been measured for the first time, showing a strong decrease of the BRS amplitude and frequency bandwidth when SBS seed amplification occurs. The experimental results also show the higher efficiency of the head-on collision geometry compared to the previous crossed geometry [17]: absolute gains and similar pump energy transfers of few tens of mJ into subpicosecond pulses are obtained despite pump and seed intensities, respectively, 30 and 170 times lower.

The growth rate \( \Im(\omega_{\text{SC}}) \) for SC-SBS amplification of the seed pulse depends [cf. Eq. (1)] on the product \( n_p J \). In a head-on collision geometry, due to the longitudinal profiles of both plasma density \( n_e(z) \) and pump intensity \( I(z,t) \), a crucial parameter is the relative delay \( \Delta t = t_p - t_s \) between pump and seed arrival at the plasma center. Calculated from Eq. (1) (square bracket) with experimental parameters detailed below, the growth rate seen by the seed along its propagation axis \( z \), and for different delays \( \Delta t \), is shown in Fig. 1. A change in \( \Delta t \) not only shifts the position where the maximum coupling occurs, it also strongly affects the amplitude of this maximum. For example, when \( \Delta t = -6 \text{ ps} \) (green solid curve), the pump arrives at the plasma center before the seed. The growth rate reaches its maximum at \( z = -0.4 \text{ mm} \) (before the peak of the plasma density) with a value \( \Im(\omega_{\text{SC}})/\omega_0 \approx 0.08 \), lower than at \( \Delta t = 0 \text{ ps} \). One can thus explore the pump-seed coupling from linear to self-similar regimes, while keeping the same plasma and laser parameters (focal spot size, laser energy, pulse duration), and avoid triggering or modifying other limiting mechanisms such as beam filamentation or wave breaking [22].

The experiment has been performed at LULI on the ELFIE facility. Three CPA pulses, of wavelength \( \lambda_0 = 1058 \text{ nm} \) (\( \sim 6 \text{ nm FWHM bandwidth} \)), were used: a pump, a seed, and an ionizing beam, this last one generating the plasma from a supersonic hydrogen gas jet. A fully counterpropagating geometry between pump and seed was set up in order to maximize the interaction length, only limited by plasma length. The 4 mJ–0.7 ps (FWHM) seed was focused to 130 \( \mu \text{m} \) (FWHM), leading to a maximum intensity of
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FIG. 1. Evolution of the growth rate (solid curves, left scale) \( \gamma_{\text{SC}} = \Im(\omega_{\text{SC}}) \) seen by the seed along its propagation (left to right), and for different delays \( \Delta t \) with the counterpropagating pump (dotted red curve, right scale). At \( \Delta t = 0 \) the pulses cross at \( z = 0 \), in the middle of the plasma profile (blue area with dash-dotted curve, right scale). Calculated from Eq. (1) with experimental parameters (\( H_2, I_{15} = 1, n_e = 0.1 n_c \)).
3 × 10^{13} \text{ W/cm}^2. \ The 6 \text{ J} \ pump \ was \ focused \ to \ 150 \mu \text{m} (\text{FWHM}) \ in \ order \ to \ spatially \ overlap \ the \ seed. \ To \ cover \ the \ whole \ interaction \ length, \ the \ pump \ was \ stretched \ to \ 4 \text{ ps} \ (positive\ frequency\ chirp, \sim \text{1.5 nm/ps}), \ leading \ to \ a \ maximum \ intensity \ of \ 2 \times 10^{15} \text{ W/cm}^2. \ The \ ionizing \ beam \ was \ an \ uncompressed \ 450 \text{ ps} \ chirped \ pulse \ of \ 30 \text{ J}. \ To \ fully \ ionize \ the \ whole \ pump-seed \ interaction \ region \ it \ was \ focused \ to \ a \ large \ elliptical \ focal \ spot \ with \ a \ hybrid \ phase \ plate. \ The \ ionizing \ pulse \ was \ sent \ 1.5 \text{ ns} \ before \ pump \ and \ seed \ pulses, \ in \ order \ to \ let \ the \ plasma \ hydrodynamics \ smooth \ the \ small-scale (\mu \text{m}) \ inhomogeneities. \ The \ plasma \ density \ profile \ was \ Gaussian \ with \ a \ 0.5 \text{ mm} \ FWHM \ along \ the \ propagation \ axis (represented \ by \ the \ blue \ dash-dotted \ curve \ in \ Fig. 1). \ Maximum \ plasma \ density \ was \ adjusted \ between \ 0.05 \ and \ 0.17 n_e \ by \ changing \ the \ gas \ jet \ backing \ pressure. \ At \ the \ highest \ value \ (n_e = 0.17 n_e) \ and \ for \ I_{15} = 2, \ the \ SC-SBS \ growth \ rate \ is \ \gamma_{SC}/\omega_0 \approx 4.6 \times 10^{-3}, \ corresponding \ to \ a \ typical \ growth \ time \ of \ the \ order \ of \ 120 \text{ fs}, \ a \ few \ times \ faster \ than \ the \ seed \ duration. \ For \ the \ results \ presented \ in \ the \ following, \ using \ the \ measured \ gas \ jet \ profile \ and \ ionizing \ beam \ parameters, \ hydrodynamic \ simulations \ predict \ an \ electron (ion) \ plasma \ temperature \ of \ \text{T}_e (\text{T}_i) = 100 (90) \text{ eV}. \ For \ these \ plasma \ parameters \ and \ \text{ll} = 1058 \text{ nm} \ the \ strongly \ coupled \ regime \ is \ reached \ at \ I > 3 \times 10^{12} \text{ W/cm}^2 [21].

The \ energies \ of \ the \ transmitted \ pump \ and \ seed \ were \ measured \ by \ focusing \ the \ beams \ at \ the \ plasma \ exit \ onto \ 16 \bit \ Si \ charge \ coupled \ devices (CCDs). \ The \ light \ at \ the \ seed \ exit \ was \ also \ sent \ to \ a \ second-order \ autocorrelator \ in \ order \ to \ discriminate \ possible \ contributions \ of \ the \ pump SBS \ (long \ pulse), \ from \ the \ actual \ energy \ transfer \ to \ the \ short \ seed. \ The \ frequency \ spectrum \ of \ this \ light \ was \ also \ analyzed \ (i) \ with \ a \ high \ resolution \ spectrometer, \ coupled \ to \ a \ 16 \bit \ Si \ CCD, \ to \ measure \ the \ transmitted \ (amplified) \ seed \ spectrum, \ and \ (ii) \ with \ a \ low-resolution \ spectrometer, \ coupled \ to \ an \ IR \ 12 \bit \ InGaAs \ CCD, \ to \ measure \ the \ backward \ Raman \ spectrum \ of \ the \ pump. \ In \ addition \ to \ these \ beam \ diagnostics, \ the \ plasma \ was \ probed \ by \ a \ 0.5 \text{ ps} \ pulse, \ coupled \ to \ a \ Nomarski \ interferometric \ diagnostic; \ this \ allowed \ monitoring \ the \ global \ symmetry \ and \ homogeneity \ of \ the \ plasma \ profile.

To \ find \ the \ best \ conditions \ for \ an \ efficient \ beam \ coupling, \ the \ energies, \ spectral \ and \ temporal \ characteristics \ of \ the \ transmitted \ beams, \ as \ well \ as \ pump \ backscattered \ light, \ were \ analyzed \ by \ varying \ laser, \ plasma, \ and \ interaction \ parameters. \ We \ present \ in \ Fig. 2 the \ seed \ energy \ gain \ (blue \ circles, \ left \ scale) \ and \ the \ backscattered \ Raman \ energy \ from \ the \ pump \ into \ the \ seed \ propagation \ direction \ (green \ squares, \ right \ scale), \ as \ a \ function \ of \ \Delta t. \ The \ uncertainty \ on \ the \ absolute \ zero \ timing \ is \ of \ the \ order \ of \ 1.5 \text{ ps}. \ The \ relative \ uncertainty \ in \ time \ between \ points \ is \ of \ the \ order \ of \ \pm 30 \text{ fs}. \ The \ energy \ gain \ is \ defined \ as \ the \ ratio \ between \ the \ signal \ at \ the \ seed \ exit \ of \ the \ plasma, \ and \ the \ signal \ of \ the \ seed \ propagating \ in \ vacuum, \ both \ normalized \ to \ the \ seed \ incident \ energy, \ recorded \ by \ a \ calibrated \ photodiode. \ Two \ types \ of \ gain \ measurement \ are \ shown: \ they \ are \ obtained \ from \ the integration \ (i) \ of \ the \ CCD \ images \ of \ the \ focal \ spot \ (2D \ calorimetry, \ full \ circles) \ and \ (ii) \ of \ the \ spectrum \ (1D \ calorimetry, \ empty \ circles). \ For \ the \ 1D \ calorimetry \ only \ a \ vertical \ slice \ of \ the \ focal \ spot \ is \ selected \ through \ the \ spectrometer \ slit. \ A \ good \ agreement \ is \ observed \ between \ these \ two \ measurements, \ indicating \ that \ the \ energy \ transfer \ occurs \ in \ the \ spectral \ bandwidth \ of \ the \ seed. \ The \ slightly \ higher \ gain, \ recorded \ from \ the \ 1D \ calorimetry, \ suggests \ that \ a \ higher \ amplification \ occurs \ in \ the \ central \ part \ of \ the \ beam, \ i.e., \ the \ one \ selected \ by \ the \ spectrometer \ slit. \ Without \ pump, \ the \ seed \ is \ attenuated \ along \ its \ propagation \ through \ the \ plasma \ down \ to \ a \ transmission \ level \ of \ 10\% \ (red \ triangles). \ Note \ that, \ compared \ to \ previous \ measurements [17], \ performed \ with \ an \ Ar \ gas \ jet, \ the \ use \ of \ H_2 \ allowed \ one \ to \ fully \ ionize \ the \ interaction \ volume \ and \ reduce \ small \ density \ gradients, \ increasing \ the \ seed \ transmission \ by \ a \ factor \ 10–50.

The \ gain \ asymmetry \ with \ respect \ to \ the \ zero \ delay \ can \ be \ explained \ as \ follows: \ at \ positive \ delays, \ the \ seed \ propagates \ in \ the \ plasma \ (therein \ undergoing \ attenuation \ and \ perturbations) \ before \ interacting \ with \ the \ high \ intensity \ part \ of \ the \ pump; \ this \ slows \ down \ the \ amplification \ process. \ On \ the \ opposite, \ at \ negative \ delays, \ an \ unperturbed \ seed \ starts \ interacting \ with \ the \ most \ intense \ part \ of \ the \ pump, \ so \ that \ the \ self-similar \ SC-SBA \ regime \ is \ more \ easily \ reached. \ Even \ if \ the \ gain \ factors \ at \ \Delta t = -8 \text{ ps} \ and \ +4 \text{ ps} \ are \ lower \ than \ one, \ they \ are \ higher \ than \ the \ case \ without \ pump. \ This \ indicates \ that \ even \ the \ low \ efficiency \ interaction \ results \ from \ the \ two \ beams \ coupling.

Stimulated \ Raman \ scattering \ could \ reduce \ the \ efficiency \ or \ quality \ of \ the \ Brillouin \ amplification \ process [25]. \ For \ very \ short \ pulses \ it \ could \ also \ contribute \ to \ the \ seed \ amplification [21]. \ Using \ a \ low-resolution \ spectrometer \ coupled \ to \ an \ IR \ camera, \ we \ measured \ for \ the \ first \ time \ the \ spectrum \ of \ backward \ Raman \ scattering (BRS) \ from \ the \ pump \ into \ the \ seed \ direction. \ Two \ typical \ BRS \ spectra are
presented as insets in Fig. 2. The BRS energy, obtained by spectral integration in the 1100–1700 nm range and spatial integration along the spectrometer slit axis, is also presented in Fig. 2 (green squares, right scale). At higher values of seed energy gain, the BRS signal has a lower amplitude and frequency bandwidth with respect to shots at lower gain. This can be attributed to the ionlike density fluctuations that affect the evolution and saturation of Langmuir waves, and quench stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) [26]. One-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations were performed with the code SMILEI [27], using the experimental laser-plasma parameters. They show a narrowing of the BRS spectrum and a ~10 times weaker BRS energy when SC-SBA occurs, in very good agreement with our measurements (insets and green squares). The anticorrelation shown in the figure is to be interpreted as further proof of successful seed amplification by SC-SBS energy transfer.

As previously stated, the agreement between 2D and 1D calorimetry (spectrum), shown in Fig. 2, allowed us to infer that the pump energy is transferred within the spectral bandwidth of the seed. However, this does not demonstrate that the seed is in fact amplified, as, for this to be true, the pump energy must be transferred within the seed temporal envelope. By Gaussian fitting \((Ae^{-t^2/\tau^2})\) the autocorrelation trace [28], one can retrieve the pulse duration \(\tau = r/2^{1/2}\), its relative intensity \(I \propto A^{1/2}\) (in arbitrary units), hence its relative energy \(rI\). In this way the second-harmonic autocorrelator diagnostic provides, together with the measurement of the pulse duration, an estimate of the energy gain. This is shown in Fig. 3 where, for the same data set of Fig. 2, the retrieved duration is represented by triangles and the energy gain by circles. We observe that pulse duration is minimal at the maximum gain and close to the vacuum seed duration. Moreover, the energy gain is in very good agreement with the one measured from 2D calorimetry. These coupled results demonstrate that pump energy is indeed transferred into the seed, and the realization of a subpicosecond laser pulse single pass plasma amplifier. At intermediate negative delays interaction starts with the high intensity part of the pump and thus reaches the self-similar regime: a fast growth rate is set, associated to a large spectral amplification bandwidth, leading to a short pulse duration. At large negative delays, the high intensity part of the pump leaves the plasma before the seed arrival. Interaction occurs in the linear regime with a slow growth rate and the weakly amplified seed becomes longer [24]. This is also the case for intermediate positive delays since the seed mostly interacts with the low intensity rising edge of the pump. Let us note that without seed no autocorrelation trace was detected. It results only from the pump and seed electromagnetic coupling [29].

The correlation between the output pulse duration and the amplification bandwidth is observed on the amplified seed spectra. Figure 4(a) shows the transmitted seed spectra, expressed in spectral energy density \((\text{mJ/nm})\), for the different pump-seed delays. It corresponds to the same data set of Figs. 2 and 3. We observe that at large delays the seed is weak (low gain) with a narrow spectrum, and that the larger the gain the larger the spectral bandwidth. Moreover, an important observed correlated feature is that at increasing gain the spectrum redshifts more. Since the growth rate [\(3(a_{\text{SC}})\)] and the ion mode frequency [\(9(a_{\text{SC}})\)] increase with laser intensity [Eq. (1), \(a_{\text{SC}} \propto I^{1/3}\)], the amplified seed should indeed present a broader and more redshifted spectrum at larger gain. At the peak of the density profile \((n_0 = 0.1)\) and pump intensity \((10^{15} \text{ W/cm}^2)\) Eq. (1) gives a maximum redshift of 0.17%; i.e., for \(t_0 = 1058 \text{ nm}\) a spectrum peaked at ∼1060 nm, in very good agreement with the experimental result at maximum gain (blue curve, \(\Delta t = +1 \text{ ps}\)). Further comparison with theory requires taking into account pump, seed, and plasma evolution. Transmitted spectra obtained from 1D-PIC simulations, using the experimental laser-plasma parameters, are shown in Fig. 4(b). They represent the Fourier transforms of the seed electric field after interaction, for two different pump-seed delays. The spectrum is only shown over the interval of interest. As experimentally observed, at the delay \(t_{\text{opt}}\) giving the maximum amplification, also correspond the largest
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**FIG. 3.** Duration (FWHM, left axis, triangles) and energy gain (right axis, circles) of the transmitted light evaluated from a Gaussian fit of the autocorrelation trace. Same data set of Fig. 2. The width of the red band shows the amplitude of shot to shot fluctuations on the incident seed duration. The empty triangle (circle) is the seed duration (gain) without pump. The insets illustrate typical raw data.

**FIG. 4.** (a) Transmitted spectra, expressed in \(\text{mJ/nm}\), as a function of the delay. Two reference spectra in vacuum propagation are shown. Same data set of Figs. 2 and 3. (b) 1D-PIC simulated spectra: optimal case (blue solid line) and delayed (green). The peak at the initial pump and seed wavelength (1058 nm) is masked to show only the spectra related to the amplification process.
redshift and spectral width. Both the amplitude of the redshift and the spectral broadening are in relatively good agreement with the experiment. As the 1D-PIC simulation accounts for all possible kinetic and nonlinear effects, the residual differences are attributed to 2D-3D geometry effects, pump frequency chirp, or uncertainties in plasma and laser characterization.

To investigate the optimization of the process in terms of interaction length, we used a longer plasma (1 mm FWHM, Gaussian profile) with the same maximum plasma density (0.1n$_e$). To match the plasma length, the pump duration was set to 6 ps, while keeping its intensity the same (increasing its energy to 9 J). In these conditions, the energy and intensity of the seed pulse were amplified up to a factor of 5, meaning $\sim$30 mJ of energy transfer. Correlated to this larger amplification factor, we observed a larger frequency shift of $\sim$0.28% of the seed spectrum. By keeping the same laser parameters and using lower plasma density, we observed that both the frequency shift and the spectral bandwidth reduce, in agreement with the fact that $\delta_{osc}$ decreases with plasma density [cf. Eq. (1)].

In conclusion, we have reported on the first observation of the signatures of the transition from linear to self-similar regimes of SC-SBA, so far only predicted by theory and simulations. We observed pulse shortening, frequency spectrum broadening, and down-shifting for increasing gain, signatures of SC-SBS amplification entering the self-similar regime. This is also confirmed by the power law dependence of the gain on the amplification length: by doubling the interaction length, the energy and intensity gain increases by a factor of 1.4. A strong decrease of the BRS when SBS occurs has been measured for the first time. PIC simulations corroborate these findings, further indicating that SBS is responsible for the amplification, strongly limiting the growth of SRS.
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[29] As in the previous experiment [17] a polarization test systematically confirmed electromagnetic coupling, showing a lower (but not zero) energy transfer for crossed polarizations. Because of the higher efficiency of the head-on geometry, the energy transfer was not zero: a residual parallel polarization component was enough to trigger a non-negligible energy transfer.